We study compact spaces which are obtained from metric compacta by iterating the operation of inverse limit of continuous sequences of retractions. This class, denoted by R, has been introduced in [7] . Allowing continuous images in the definition of class R, one obtains a strictly larger class, which we denote by RC. We show that every space in class RC is either Corson compact or else contains a copy of the ordinal segment ω 1 + 1. This improves a result of Kalenda from [11] , where the same was proved for the class of continuous images of Valdivia compacta. We prove that spaces in class R do not contain cutting P-points (see the definition below), which provides a tool for finding spaces in RC \ R. Finally, we study linearly ordered spaces in class RC. We prove that scattered linearly ordered compacta belong to RC and we characterize those ones which belong to R. We show that there are only 5 types (up to order isomorphism) of connected linearly ordered spaces in class R and all of them are Valdivia compact. Finally, we find a universal pre-image for the class of all linearly ordered Valdivia compacta.
Introduction
Denote by R the smallest class of compact spaces containing all metric compacta and closed under limits of continuous inverse sequences whose bonding maps are retractions. This class has been introduced in [7] , motivated by new results on locally uniformly convex renormings of Banach spaces and by new examples of compacta whose spaces of continuous functions have such a renorming. It has been proved in [7] that C(X) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm for every X ∈ R. Actually, the argument given in [7] shows that the same is true for spaces in a larger class, namely the smallest class that contains all metric compacta and which is closed both under continuous images and under limits of inverse sequences of retractions. We denote this class by RC. We prove that countably tight spaces in class RC are Corson compact. More precisely, we show that if X ∈ RC is not Corson then the ordinal ω 1 +1 embeds into X. This generalizes the result of Kalenda from [11] , which deals with continuous images of Valdivia compacta. Recall that a space X is Valdivia compact [2, 8] if for some κ there exists an embedding X ⊆ [0, 1] κ such that X = cl(X ∩ Σ(κ)), where Σ(κ) = {x ∈ [0, 1] κ : | suppt(x)| ℵ 0 } is the Σ-product of κ copies of [0, 1] and suppt(x) = {α : x(α) = 0}. Let us mention that one of the important functional-analytic properties of Valdivia compacta is the existence of an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm on their spaces of continuous functions, see Chapter VII of [9] . For other results on Valdivia compacta we refer to Kalenda's survey article [12] and to the recent papers [13, 14] . An important result from [2] says that given a Valdivia compact X suitably embedded in [0, 1] κ , for every infinite set S ⊆ κ there exists T ⊇ S such that |S| = |T | and the map r T : X → [0, 1] κ , defined by r T (x)(α) = x(α) for α ∈ T and r T (x)(α) = 0 for α ∈ κ \ T , is an internal retraction, i.e. r T (r T (x)) = r T (x) ∈ X for every x ∈ X. This implies that every Valdivia compact space is the limit of a continuous inverse sequence of smaller Valdivia compacta whose bonding maps are retractions. In particular, Valdivia compacta belong to R.
It is an open question whether the class of Valdivia compacta is stable under retractions. We show that retracts of Valdivia compacta belong to class R. The study of classes R and RC can also be motivated by the following result from [13] :
Theorem 0 (cf. [13, Corollary 4.3 
]). Valdivia compacta of weight ℵ 1 are precisely those spaces which can be obtained as limits of continuous inverse sequences of metric compacta with right-invertible bonding maps.
Class R contains spaces which are not continuous images of Valdivia compacta. Perhaps the simplest example is the Alexandrov duplication of a countable dense set in the Cantor cube 2 ℵ 1 , which is a non-metrizable compactification of the natural numbers, see [13, Example 4.6(b) ]. Another, non-trivial, example is a compact linearly fibered ccc non-separable space K constructed by Todorčević (see the proof of Theorem 8.4 in [15] ). It has been proved in [7] that K ∈ R and, assuming that the additivity of the Lebesgue measure is > ℵ 2 , K is not an image of any Valdivia compact (see Remark 4.16 in [7] ). Given a compact space X, we shall say that p is a cutting P-point in X if X = A ∪ B, where A, B are closed sets such that A ∩ B = {p} and p is a P-point both in A and B. Recall that p is a P-point in a space Y if p is not isolated in Y and p is not in the closure of any sequence of closed sets contained in Y \ {p}. We prove that no space in class R contains cutting P-points. This immediately gives examples of spaces in RC \ R. For instance, the space ω 1 + 1 + ω −1 1 , obtained from two copies of ω 1 + 1 by identifying the two points of uncountable character, does not belong to R. On the other hand, the space ω 1 + 1 + ω −1 , obtained from the disjoint union of ω 1 + 1 and ω + 1 by identifying the maximal elements, does belong to R (it can be obtained from ω 1 + 1 by using a countable sequence of retractions). Let us mention here that class R is not stable under open maps. An example is described in [14] , it is a compact connected Abelian group of weight ℵ 1 . Every compact group is an epimorphic (and therefore open) image of a product of metric compact groups (i.e. of a Valdivia compact space). The last section of this work is devoted to linearly ordered spaces. We use the result on cutting P-points for characterizing scattered linearly ordered compacta in class R and we show that all of them belong to RC. Denote by R → + 1 the one-point compactification of the long ray R → = [0, 1) · ω 1 endowed with the lexicographic order. It turns out that the only non-metrizable connected linearly ordered spaces in class R are, up to order isomorphism, R → + 1, the inverse of R → + 1 and the long interval ← I → , i.e. the space obtained by "gluing" R → + 1 together with its inverse in a suitable way. We also notice that all of these three spaces are Valdivia compact. We finish with a study of Valdivia compact linearly ordered spaces. We observe that all of them have weight ℵ 1 and we find a universal order preserving pre-image for this class. It is a 0-dimensional dense-in-itself space K whose all nonempty clopen subsets are order isomorphic to K. Moreover, every infinite interval contains both a strictly increasing and a strictly decreasing sequence of length ω 1 . The natural two-to-one order preserving quotient of K gives a connected linearly ordered space in class RC which is nowhere separable.
Preliminaries
All spaces are assumed to be completely regular. A "map" means a "continuous map" unless otherwise indicated. A retraction or a right-invertible map is a map f : X → Y such that there exists g : Y → X with f g = id Y ; g is called a right inverse of f . In this case f is a quotient map and g is an embedding. If Y ⊆ X and g is the inclusion map, then we say that f is a retraction into X or that f is an internal retraction and Y is a retract of X. Given a linearly ordered set X, , we shall consider its order topology, which is the one generated by open intervals of X. Recall that X, is compact if and only if every subset of X has the least upper bound (the supremum of the empty set is the minimal element of X). We denote by 1 the singleton {0} treated as a linearly ordered set. Given two disjoint linearly ordered sets X, Y , we denote by X + Y the linearly ordered set whose universe is X ∪ Y and the order is defined by extending the union of the orders of X and Y and adding the relation x < y for every x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . When the sets X, Y are not disjoint, we define X + Y in a similar way, using an isomorphic copy of Y which is disjoint from X. The sum defined above is a special case of the lexicographic sum i∈Q P i of {P i } i∈Q along Q, where P i 's and Q are posets. The universe of i∈Q P i is i∈Q (P i × {i}) and the order is defined as follows:
x, i y, j ⇐⇒ i < j or (i = j and x y in P i ).
In case where P i = P for every i, the above lexicographic sum is denoted by P · Q and it is called the lexicographic product of P by Q. Given a linearly ordered set X with the order , we denote by X −1 the set X with the reversed ordering . A linearly ordered set is scattered if it does not contain an isomorphic copy of the rationals Q. Hausdorff's Theorem says that the class of all scattered linear orderings is the smallest class that contains ordinals and which is closed under reversing the order and under lexicographic sums along ordinals. The class of all ordinals is denoted by Ord. The first infinite and the first uncountable ordinal are denoted, as usual, by ω and ω 1 respectively. 
Inverse systems
and the topology is inherited from the product. Given a cofinal set T ⊆ Σ, the family {p s −1 [U ] : s ∈ T, U ⊆ X s is open} is an open base for lim ← − S. An inverse system of the form S = X ξ , p η ξ , λ , where λ is an ordinal with the natural order, is called an inverse sequence. The sequence S is continuous, if for every limit ordinal δ < λ the space X δ together with projections {p δ ξ } ξ<δ is homeomorphic to lim ← − (S ↾ δ), where S ↾ δ = X ξ , p η ξ , δ . In this work, we consider mostly continuous inverse sequences of compact spaces with surjections. We say that S = X s , r t s , Σ is an inverse system of retractions or a retractive inverse system if S is an inverse system in which each bonding map r t s is a retraction. We say that i t s : s t is a right inverse of S if r t s i t s = id Xs , i s s = id Xs and i u t i t s = i u s , whenever s t u. The following simple properties of retractive sequences were proved in [13] and also in [7] . 
Given an ordinal δ, by an inverse sequence of internal retractions of a space X we mean a sequence {r α : α < δ} of internal retractions of X such that r α r β = r α = r β r α for every α < β < δ and x = lim α<δ r α (x) for every x ∈ X. By the above lemmas, such a sequence describes uniquely a retractive inverse sequence with limit X. Continuity of this sequence is equivalent to saying that r γ (x) = lim α<γ r α (x) for every limit ordinal γ < δ and for every x ∈ X.
Let us note that every 0-dimensional compact space is the limit of an inverse system of finite spaces and such a system always has a right inverse:
Proposition 2.5. Assume S = X s , r t s , Σ is an inverse system of finite metric spaces such that each bonding map r t s is a surjection. Then S has a right inverse.
Proof. Fix a well ordering on X = lim ← − S. Each projection r s : X → X s induces a partition of X into clopen sets. Let i s (r s (x)) be defined as the -minimal element of r −1 s r s (x). If s t then the partition induced by r t refines the one induced by r s . More precisely, r
s r s (x), whenever s t and x ∈ X. Thus, setting i t s (p) = r t (i s (x)) we obtain a map i t s : X t → X s which is a right inverse of r t s . Finally, if s t u then i u s = i u t i t s .
Elementary substructures and quotients
Given a regular cardinal χ, we denote by H(χ) the class of all sets which are hereditarily of cardinality < χ. We shall consider elementary substructures of the structure H(χ), ∈ , where χ is an uncountable (regular) cardinal. An important fact is that all countable elementary substructures of H(χ), ∈ form a closed and cofinal set in [H(χ)] ℵ 0 , ⊆ . More specifically, the union of a chain of elementary substructures is an elementary substructure and, by the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem, every countable subset of H(χ) is contained in a countable elementary substructure of H(χ). The fact that M is an elementary substructure of H(χ), ∈ will be denoted by M H(χ), ∈ or just M H(χ). For sample applications of elementary substructures in topology we refer to [10] and, in the context of Valdivia compacta, to [13] . Let K be a compact space and let C(K) denote its space of all real-valued continuous functions. Let χ > ℵ 0 be such that K ∈ H(χ) and fix an elementary substructure M of H(χ), ∈ such that K ∈ M . By elementarity, C(K) ∩ M = ∅ and one can define an equivalence relation
Let K/M denote the quotient K/∼ M and let q M K denote the quotient map. This construction has been first considered by Bandlow [3, 4, 6] and used for studying some classes of compacta and related Banach spaces. We shall use a characterization of Corson compacta in terms of countable elementary substructures, proved by Bandlow in [4] . 
3 Classes RC and R As mentioned before, class RC is defined to be the smallest class that contains all metric compacta and which is closed under continuous images and inverse limits of transfinite sequences of retractions. Class RC can also be defined recursively as RC = ξ∈Ord RC ξ , where RC 0 is the class of all metric compacta and RC β consists of all compact spaces X = f [lim ← − S], where S = X α , r β α , κ is a continuous inverse sequence such that each r α+1 α is a retraction (see Lemma 2.2) and each X α belongs to ξ<β RC ξ . Given X ∈ RC denote by rk RC (X) the minimal β such that X ∈ RC β . We call rk RC (X) the RC-rank of X.
Class R has been defined in [7] as the smallest class of spaces which contains all metric compacta and which is closed under limits of continuous inverse sequences of retractions.
There is a natural hierarchy on R. Denote by R 0 the class of metric compacta and define R β as the class of all spaces of the form lim ← − S, where S = X ξ , r η ξ , κ is a continuous inverse system such that each r ξ+1 ξ is a retraction and each X ξ belongs to α<β R α . Then R = ξ∈Ord R ξ . Given X ∈ R define rk R (X) as the minimal β such that X ∈ R β . We call rk R (X) the R-rank of X. Clearly R ⊆ RC and rk RC (X) rk R (X), whenever X ∈ R. Every Valdivia compact space belongs to class R, since it can be decomposed into a retractive sequence of Valdivia compacta of smaller weight (see [2] ). We shall prove more, namely that retracts of Valdivia compacta belong to R (see Theorem 4.1 below). Both classes RC and R are closed under typical operations. A covariant functor on topological spaces is continuous if it preserves limits of arbitrary inverse sequences. (a) If F (X) ∈ R for every compact metric space X then F preserves class R.
(b) If F (X) ∈ RC for every compact metric space X and F (f ) is a surjection whenever f is a surjection, then F preserves class RC.
Proof. (a) Define K = {X ∈ R : F (X) ∈ R}. By assumption, K contains all metric compacta. By the continuity of F , K is closed under inverse limits of retractions (note that F (r) is a retraction whenever r is a retraction). Proof. We give the proof for class R; the case of class RC is the same, because the functors considered below preserve surjections. An infinite product is the limit of an inverse sequence of smaller products, where the bonding mappings are projections. Thus, it is enough to show that X × Y ∈ R whenever X, Y ∈ R. Given a compact space Y , define
is compact metric for every compact metric space X. Thus, by Proposition 3.1,
whenever X is compact metric, so again by Proposition 3.1, F Y (X) ∈ R for every X ∈ R. Now let X be the one-point compactification of the disjoint sum ξ<κ X ξ , i.e. X = {∞} ∪ ξ<κ X ξ , where X ξ ∩ X η = ∅ whenever ξ = η. Assume first that κ is infinite. For each α < κ define r α : X → X by r α (x) = x if x ∈ ξ<α X ξ and r α (x) = ∞ otherwise. It is straight to check that {r α : α < κ} is a continuous inverse sequence of internal retractions of X. By Lemma 2.4,
is the one-point compactification of ξ<α X ξ and r
Then G Y is a continuous covariant functor on compact spaces. The same argument as above shows that
It has been already mentioned that class R is not stable under open maps, see [14] . We do not know whether class R is stable under retractions. We also do not know whether every space in class RC is a continuous image of some space from class R. Let us finish this section with a model-theoretic type of stability. Let X be a compact space in a ZFC model M and let L = Closed M (X), the lattice of closed subsets of X defined in M . Then X is naturally homeomorphic to the space of all ultrafilters over L (in fact all ultrafilters are principal). Now let N ⊇ M be another model of ZFC and let X N denote the space of all ultrafilters over L, defined in N (L is still a lattice of sets in N ). In many cases, there are new ultrafilters, therefore usually X N = X, although always X ⊆ X N . We call X N the interpretation of X in N . It can be shown easily that we obtain the same space, taking any sublattice of L which forms a closed base of X in M . Given a continuous map of compact spaces f :
Given a class of compact spaces K, we say that K is absolute if for every two ZFC models M ⊆ N and X ∈ M such that M |= "X ∈ K", we also have N |= "X N ∈ K", where X N denotes the interpretation of X in N . To be formal, this defines upward absoluteness, however no class containing all metric compacta is downward absolute, unless it consists of all compact spaces (take a space K not in the class and extend the universe by collapsing the weight of K to ℵ 0 ; then the interpretation of K in the extension is a second countable compact space). Absoluteness of some classes of compacta with respect to forcing extensions has been studied by Bandlow in [5] . Proof. Induction on α (ordinals in M ). The statement is true if α = 0 since being second countable is absolute. Fix X ∈ M such that M |= "rk R (X) = α" and let X = lim ← − S, where S = X ξ , r η ξ , κ ∈ M is a retractive continuous inverse sequence and M |= "rk R (X ξ ) < α" for every ξ < κ. By inductive hypothesis, rk R (X N ξ ) < α in N . Now observe that, setting
To see that S N is continuous, notice that the functor f → f N preserves inverse limits. Indeed, any inverse system of quotient maps can be translated to a dual inductive system of lattices (the lattices of closed sets) and its inverse limit translates to the inductive limit. Now, the inductive limit is the same in any extension of the universe and the inverse limit is uniquely determined by the inductive limit of the dual system of lattices. It follows that
It is clear that the above arguments can be adapted to show the absoluteness of class RC.
Main results
In this section we prove the announced results on classes R and RC. Proof. Induction on the weight of the retract. Assume κ > ℵ 0 is such that X ∈ R whenever X is a retract of a Valdivia compact and w(X)
Retracts of Valdivia compacta
commutes. By Lemma 2.6, r α is a retraction and Y /M α is Valdivia compact. We claim that f α is a retraction. We may assume that f is an internal retraction, i.e. X ⊆ Y and
Observe that r α and q α induce the same equivalence relation ∼ Mα on X. This shows that f α ↾ Z is one-to-one.
Thus f α is right-invertible. By the induction hypothesis,
Finally, the composition q α f = f α r α is a retraction, hence so is q α .
The dichotomy
We start with an auxiliary result on retractive inverse sequences. 
Proof. We assume that r n 's are internal retractions. Fix y ∈ Y and its neighborhood U . Find m ∈ ω and an open set W ⊆ X m such that
. Then y / ∈ F , therefore U 1 = Y \ F is a neighborhood of y, contained in U . Now find n m and an open set W 1 ⊆ X n such that
Thus r n [f −1 (y)] ⊆ W 1 and
The latter inclusion follows from the fact that
Using compactness and the fact that B n is closed under finite unions, we can find B ∈ B n such that
We have
where the latter inclusion follows from the equality
Hence, using (1) and (2), we obtain f −1 (y)
]. Then V ∈ C and y ∈ V ⊆ U .
Let us recall a model-theoretic characterization of Corson compacta, due to Bandlow [4] . Proof. Every second countable compact space is Corson, therefore the above dichotomy holds for spaces of RC-rank 0. Fix an ordinal β > 0 and assume that the above statement is true for spaces of RC-rank < β. Fix X ∈ RC such that rk RC (X) = β. Let S = Y ξ , r η ξ , κ be a continuous inverse system of internal retractions such that X = f [Y ] for some map f : Y → X, where Y = lim ← − S and rk RC (Y ξ ) < β for every ξ < κ. We assume that κ is a regular cardinal. Let X ξ = f [Y ξ ] for ξ < κ and let X κ = X. If some X ξ contains a copy of ω 1 + 1, then there is nothing to prove, so assume that each X ξ is Corson compact. Suppose first that (*) κ > ℵ 0 and X = ξ<κ X ξ .
Then Y = ξ<κ Y ξ . Fix y ∈ Y so that f (y) / ∈ ξ<κ X ξ . Recall that y = lim ξ→κ r ξ (y). Also r δ (y) = lim ξ<δ r ξ (y), by the continuity of the sequence S. Thus the map ϕ : κ + 1 → Y , defined by ϕ(ξ) = f r ξ (y) and ϕ(κ) = f (y), is continuous. By assumption, ϕ(ξ) = f (y) for every ξ < κ, therefore the sequence {ϕ(ξ)} ξ<κ does not stabilize. Find a closed cofinal set C ⊆ κ such that ϕ ↾ C is one-to-one. Then Z = ϕ[C ∪ {κ}] ⊆ X is homeomorphic to the linearly ordered space κ + 1. Since κ > ℵ 0 , this shows that X contains ω 1 + 1. Now suppose that (*) does not hold. We claim that X is Corson. For this aim we use Bandlow's characterization. Fix a big enough cardinal χ and a countable M H(χ) such that f,
X → X/M denote the quotient map induced by M . In order to show that q M is one-to-one on X M := cl(X ∩ M ), it suffices to find a base for X M which is contained in M . Notice that X ∩ M ⊆ X δ . Indeed, if κ = ℵ 0 then X δ = X; otherwise X = ξ<κ X ξ and therefore by elementarity
We apply Lemma 4.2 to find a suitable base for X M . Fix n ∈ ω. Then X ξn ∈ M and by assumption it is Corson compact. Thus M induces a quotient map which is one-to-one on X M ξn . In particular, the family B n = {U ∈ M : U is an open subset of X ξn } forms a base for X M ξn (more precisely: {U ∩ X M ξn : U ∈ B n } is an open base for X M ξn ). Clearly, B n is closed under finite unions. Lemma 4.2 says that Theorem 4.3 gives immediately simple examples of compact spaces which do not belong to class RC. For example, Mrówka's space, which can be defined as the Stone space of the Boolean algebra generated by [ω] <ω ∪ A ⊆ P(ω), where A is an uncountable almost disjoint family, is a scattered space of height 2 and it is countably tight, separable and not metrizable. Thus, it is not Corson and therefore not a member of class RC.
Cutting P-points
Recall that a point p ∈ X is called a P-point if it is not isolated in X and for every sequence {u n : n ∈ ω} of neighborhoods of p it holds that p ∈ int( n∈ω u n ). We shall say that p ∈ X is a cutting P-point if there exist closed subspaces A, B of X such that A ∪ B = X, A ∩ B = {p} and p is a P-point both in A and B.
A typical example of a cutting P-point is the complete accumulation point of the linearly ordered space ω 1 + 1 + ω −1 1 .
Theorem 4.5. No space in class R contains cutting P-points.
Proof. Suppose the above statement is not a theorem and fix a model of ZFC which contains a counterexample K, witnessed by closed sets A, B ⊆ K with A ∩ B = {p}. Let κ = w(K) + and extend the universe by using the natural forcing which collapses κ to ℵ 1 . Then the interpretation of K in the extension is still a counterexample, because it belongs to R and there are no "new" countable sequences, so p remains a P-point both in A and B. Thus, working in a suitable model of ZFC, we may assume that w(K) = ℵ 1 . We may also assume that rk R (K) is minimal possible. Let {u α : α < ω 1 } denote a basis of p in K such that α < β =⇒ cl u β ⊆ u α . Such a sequence exists, because p is a P-point in K and χ(p, K) = ℵ 1 . The assumptions on A, B mean in particular that both sets u α \ B, u α \ A are nonempty for every α < ω 1 . Now suppose {r α : α < κ} is a sequence of internal retractions in K, such that K α = r α [K] has R-rank < rk R (K) for every α < κ. Assuming κ is regular, we deduce that κ ∈ {ℵ 0 , ℵ 1 }.
This is possible, because p is an accumulation point of both A and B and therefore u α \ B and u α \ A are nonempty open sets. Now there is n ∈ ω such that {α < ω 1 : n(α) = n} is uncountable. Then p is an accumulation point of both A ∩ K n and B ∩ K n which implies that K n is a counterexample to the theorem. This contradicts the minimality of rk R (K). It follows that κ = ℵ 1 . The same argument as above, using the minimality of rk R (K), shows that either
or the same holds for A in place of B. Moreover, if p / ∈ α<ω 1 K α then (1) holds both for A and B. Clearly, we may assume that either
or the same holds for A in place of B. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that both (1) and (2) hold (interchanging the roles of A and B, if necessary). Define u α = ξ<α cl u ξ+1 . Then u α ⊆ u α and α<ω 1 u α = {p}, thus every neighborhood of p contains some u α . Moreover, for a limit ordinal δ < ω 1 we have u δ = ξ<δ u ξ = ξ<δ cl u ξ . Fix α < ω 1 . Observe that by (1) and (2) the set B ∩ K α is a neighborhood of r α (p) in K α . By the continuity of r α , there is ξ(α) < ω 1 such that
On the other hand, the set u α \ B is open and nonempty, therefore there is η(α) > α such that
Fix a limit ordinal δ < ω 1 such that ξ(α) < δ and η(α) < δ whenever α < δ. Then, by (3), we have r α [u δ ] ⊆ B for every α < δ and hence r δ [u δ ] ⊆ B, because r δ (x) = lim α<δ r α (x) for every x ∈ K.
Now for each α < δ fix q α ∈ K δ ∩u α \B, which exists by (4). Let q be an accumulation point of the sequence {q α : α < δ}. Then q ∈ K δ and q ∈ α<δ u α = u δ . Furthermore, q = p, because p is a P-point in A. Hence q / ∈ B and r δ (q) = q, which contradicts the fact that
An immediate consequence of the above result is that
1 denotes ω 1 with the reversed ordering.
Corollary 4.6. Assume K ∈ R is 0-dimensional and contains at least two P-points. Then there is a two-to-one map
Proof. Let p, q be two distinct P-points in K. Let A ⊆ K be clopen such that p ∈ A and q ∈ K \ A. Let L be the quotient of K induced by identifying points p, q. Then L contains a cutting P-point (the image of p). Thus L / ∈ R, by Theorem 4.5.
Linearly ordered spaces
In this section we discuss linearly ordered spaces in classes RC and R and we prove the results announced in the introduction. Recall that every linearly ordered Corson compact is metrizable, see Theorem IV.10.1 on page 181 in [1] . Thus, Theorem 4.3 implies that spaces like a double arrow or a compact Aronszajn line do not belong to class RC.
Connected spaces
Recall that the long ray is the linearly ordered space R → = ω 1 · [0, 1) (where P · Q denotes the lexicographic product of P by Q). Note that R → + 1 is a connected linearly ordered compact space with exactly one point of uncountable character (namely, the maximal point). Moreover, each proper interval which does not contain the maximal point is separable. Denote by ← I Proof. Let K α = δ · [0, 1) + 1 and define r α : R → + 1 → K α by setting r α (x) = x if x ∈ K α and r α (x) = max(K α ) otherwise. Then {r α : α < ω 1 } is a continuous inverse sequence of internal retractions in R → + 1 and each K α is second countable. By Theorem 0, this shows that R → + 1 is Valdivia compact. The case of ← I → is similar.
Theorem 5.2. Let K ∈ R be a connected linearly ordered space. Then K is order isomorphic to one of the following spaces:
Proof. Suppose the statement is false and let K be a counterexample of a minimal possible R-rank. Fix an inverse sequence of internal retractions {r α : α < κ} in K such that rk R (K α ) < rk R (K) for every α < κ, where K α = r α [K]. We assume that κ is a regular cardinal. Since K is connected, each K α is an interval of the form [a α , b α ]. Further, the sequence {a α } α<κ is non-increasing and the sequence {b α } α<κ is non-decreasing. Taking a cofinal set of indices and reversing the order of K if necessary, we may assume that {b α } α<κ is strictly increasing. Pick p ∈ (a 0 , b 0 ). By the minimality of rk R (K), each of the intervals [a α , b α ] is order isomorphic to one of the spaces listed in the theorem. It follows that [p,
. By the same argument, [a, p] is order isomorphic either to [0, 1] or to the reversed R → + 1. This shows that K is not a counterexample, a contradiction.
Scattered spaces
We already know that the space ω 1 + 1 + ω −1 1 is not in R, while ω 1 + 1 + ω −1 ∈ R. Below we characterize scattered linearly ordered spaces which are in R. Let K be a linearly ordered compact space. It is not hard to check that p ∈ K is a cutting P-point in K if and only if p is a P-point both in (←, p] and [p, →). Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 4.5. Fix a compact scattered linearly ordered space K with no cutting P-points. We use the idea from the proof of Hausdorff theorem on the structure of scattered linearly ordered sets. Define the following relation on K.
We check that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Only transitivity requires an argument. So assume x < y < z and x ∼ y, y ∼ z. Otherwise, reversing the order if necessary, we may assume that y = inf{y n : n ∈ ω}, where {y n : n ∈ ω} is strictly decreasing. Assume y 0 = b. Since K is compact and 0-dimensional, we may also assume that each y n has an immediate successor z n−1 , i.e. y n < z n−1 and (y n , z n−1 ) = ∅. Now Proof. Let L = K · 2, the lexicographic product of K by {0, 1}. Then L is scattered, compact and it has no cutting P-points (every point of L is isolated from at least one side). Thus L ∈ R and of course the natural projection f : L → K is two-to-one and continuous. Proof. Suppose the above statement is not a ZFC theorem and fix a countable transitive model M of ZFC which contains a counterexample K. Let P ∈ M be the standard forcing notion which collapses ℵ 1 to ℵ 0 . Let G be a P-generic filter over M and let
Valdivia compacta
In order to get a contradiction, it suffices to show that M [G] |= "χ(K G ) ℵ 0 ", because then K G is a non-metrizable Corson compact linearly ordered space in M [G] (being linearly ordered is absolute). We suppose that M [G] |= "χ(K G ) > ℵ 0 ". Since K G is linearly ordered and K is a dense subset of K G , there is in M [G] a strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing function f :
It follows that M |= "K contains a monotone sequence of length ℵ 2 " and consequently χ(K) > ℵ 1 in M . We now work in M , showing that χ(K) ℵ 1 , which gives a contradiction. The argument is very similar to the one which shows that ω 2 + 1 is not Valdivia. Suppose {p α : α < ω 2 } ⊆ K is strictly increasing and continuous, p = sup
Thus, modifying the sequence {p α } α<ω 2 if necessary, we may assume that {p α+1 : α < ω 2 } ⊆ D. It follows that p / ∈ D, because D has a countable tightness. Let S = suppt(p). Then
This is a contradiction.
We say that a space is nowhere first countable if its first countable subsets have empty interior. Note that given a linearly ordered space X ∈ RC, the property of being nowhere first countable is equivalent to being nowhere separable. Indeed, if J ⊆ X is a closed interval then J ∈ RC; thus, if J is first countable then it is Corson and hence second countable. (2) Every nonempty clopen subset of K is order isomorphic to K.
(3) Every linearly ordered Valdivia compact is an order preserving image of K.
Proof. Let C = 2 ω , < lex be the standard Cantor set, endowed with the lexicographic order. Denote by Q the set of all p ∈ C which are isolated either from the left or from the right (in particular 0, 1 ∈ Q). Define D = (C × {0}) ∪ (Q × C), endowed with the lexicographic order, and let π : D → C be the projection. Observe that D is order isomorphic to C and π is an order preserving retraction. A possible right inverse i : C → D to π can be defined by setting i(p) = min π −1 (p), in case where p is isolated from the right, i(p) = max π −1 (p), in case where p is isolated from the left and i(p) = p if p ∈ C \ Q.
Let S = C ξ , π η ξ , ω 1 be the unique continuous inverse sequence satisfying C 0 = C and π ξ+1 ξ = π for every ξ < ω 1 , where each C ξ is identified with C by using an order preserving isomorphism. The case of a limit stage δ < ω 1 makes no trouble, because C δ is a 0-dimensional, dense-in-itself linearly ordered metric compact, therefore order isomorphic to C. Define K = lim ← − S. Since π is an order preserving retraction, K is a linearly ordered Valdivia compact (by Theorem 0). We show (2) . Fix a nonempty clopen set J ⊆ K. Observe that K + K is isomorphic to K, therefore we may assume that J is a clopen interval [a, b] . We have that J = π α is isomorphic to π. Indeed, if x ∈ J ξ is isolated from one of the sides in J ξ then it is also isolated from the same side in C ξ . Further, (p ξ+1 ξ ) −1 (x) = π −1 (x). Since J ξ is order isomorphic to C ξ , this shows that p ξ+1 ξ is isomorphic to π. Observe that (1) follows from (2) and (3), so it remains to show (3). Fix a linearly ordered Valdivia compact X. By Proposition 5.5, we may assume that w(X) = ℵ 1 and therefore X = lim ← − X ξ , r η ξ , ω 1 , where the sequence is continuous, retractive and each X ξ is a metrizable 0-dimensional compact space. Since X has another representation as the limit of a sequence of linearly ordered metric compacta with order preserving surjections, we may assume (replacing ω 1 by a closed cofinal set) that each X ξ is linearly ordered and that each r η ξ is order preserving. We construct inductively a sequence {f ξ } ξ<ω 1 of order preserving surjections f ξ : C ξ → X ξ such that f ξ π η ξ = r η ξ f η holds for every ξ < η < ω 1 . Clearly, the limit of such a sequence is the desired order preserving surjection from K onto X. We start with any order preserving surjection f 0 : C 0 → X 0 . For a limit ordinal δ, we define f δ as the limit of {f ξ : ξ < δ}, using the continuity of both inverse sequences. Fix α < ω 1 and assume that f ξ have been constructed for ξ α. We construct f α+1 in such a way that f ξ π α+1 ξ = r α+1 ξ f α+1 holds for ξ = α. Then, using the inductive hypothesis, we deduce that this equality holds for every ξ α. Recall that π α+1 α = π. Thus, up to order isomorphism, we have C = C α , D = C α+1 . We set Z := X α , W := X α+1 , r := r α+1 α and g := f α . In order to complete the proof, we need to find an order preserving surjection h : D → W such that rh = gπ, i.e. so that the following diagram commutes:
Given z ∈ Z define F z = π −1 [g −1 (z)]. Note that F z is a closed interval and hence, since D is dense-in-itself, F z is either order isomorphic to the Cantor set or else |F z | 2. Now observe that the required map h must satisfy (*) h[F z ] = r −1 (z) for every z ∈ Z.
Conversely, if h : D → W satisfies (*) then it is an order preserving surjection such that rh = gπ holds. Thus, it suffices to show that F z has an order preserving map onto r −1 (z) for every z ∈ Z. Fix z ∈ Z. Then r −1 (z) is a closed metrizable interval in W containing z (recall that Z ⊆ W and r ↾ Z = id Z ). If r −1 (z) = {z} then there is nothing to prove, so assume r −1 (z) = [a, b], where a < b. If z = b then z is isolated from the right in Z and hence min g −1 (z) ∈ Q. Similarly, if z = a then max g −1 (z) ∈ Q. In both cases, g −1 (z) ∩ Q = ∅ and therefore F z = π −1 [g −1 (z)] is isomorphic to the Cantor set, therefore it has an order preserving map onto every linearly ordered metric compact, in particular onto r −1 (z). This completes the proof.
Let L = {x ∈ Q ω 1 : | suppt(x)| < ℵ 0 } be endowed with the lexicographic ordering. The above space K may also be described as the Stone space of the interval algebra over L. In fact, the set L ′ ⊆ K consisting of all points which are isolated from the left-hand side is order isomorphic to L. In contrast to Theorem 5.2, observe that the natural two-to-one order preserving quotient of K produces a connected linearly ordered space in class RC, which is nowhere separable.
